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Patriot's Pen Essay--The America I Believe In 
You need to write an essay to enter in the Veteran's of Foreign Wars essay competition 
called "Patriot's Pen". 
 
First, you need to create a brainstorm sheet before you start writing. This can be a list 
of ideas, a spider map, bubble maps, or any other method that you are familiar with. 
 
Second, please write a rough draft of your essay. Please print it out and correct it. It is 
best to have an adult check over the paper. 
 
Third, use the Google Doc attached to the assignment in Google Classroom and type 
your final copy of the paper. 
 
Fourth, fill out the entry form.  
 
Fifth, print out your paper and be ready to turn it in on Monday, August 29th.  
 
The link to the Patriot's Pen website is attached and below I've copy and pasted the 
guidelines from the Patriot's Pen.  
 
THE 2016-17 THEME IS: THE AMERICA I BELIEVE IN  
 
Essays must be no less than 300 words and cannot exceed 400 words. They should be 
submitted to the Post, along with the completed Patriot's Pen entry form no later than 
the November 1 deadline. 
 
JUDGING CRITERIA:  
 
Knowledge of the theme is worth 30 points. You must show a thorough knowledge of 
the theme in your work. Demonstrate you have researched the issue extensively.  
 
Theme development is worth 35 points. Answer all relevant facts about the theme such 
as the who, what, where, when and why. Relate the theme to your own experiences. 
 
Clarity of ideas is worth 35 points. Write your essay in an easy-to-understand format. 
Leave your reader with a clear understanding of your explanation of the theme. 

 
 

https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/MTMzODY0MDAzN1pa/a/MTMzODgzNTY3MFpa/submissions/by-status/and-sort-name/list


 

"Taking a Stand"--NHD 2016-17 Research 
 
The NHD theme 2017 is "Taking a Stand". Your second summer assignment is to begin 
research on the possible topics.  
 
1. First, write a 450-500 word essay on what you think "Taking a Stand" means. Can 
you take a stand as a scientist? Lawyer? Explorer? What are different ways people 
have taken stands in history? 
 
2. Second, choose a topic, do basic research, and write about how you feel that topic 
fits with the theme. This should be 450-500 words in length.  
 
3. Third, create a list of quality websites and/or museums that relate to your topic. 
Choose two of them and write 150 words on each resource explaining why they are 
quality sources, what kind of information can be found there, and how you could use the 
information. (Example: The International Civil Rights Museum's website) 
 
4. Create a bibliography/works cited using EasyBib or another online citation 
engine. This should be at least 4 entries.  
 
All the papers must be printed and turned in on August 29th. 
 

https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/MTMzODM0MzUyOFpa/a/MTM0MDAwNTc5NVpa/submissions/by-status/and-sort-name/list

